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Nomad | Connector | Brand Marketer | Idea Hamster
Urvi Bhandari is passionate about changing the paradigm of how we live, work and play
by connecting people, places and projects across the world. She is a transformational
leader, connecting four key pillars, through her network and global
experience. Corporation (Scale & Market) + Startup (Speed & Innovation) + Capital +
Global Thought Leaders = Collaboration of our Expansive Future. This community
collaborates and generates innovation that will expand the experiences of people’s lives.
One long term project, (20 years) is to build floating cities providing a new life platform for
innovators, futurists, global thinkers and nomads.
Urvi is a Partner and Chief Connection Officer of Crush Industries, a media and insights
company. Crush Industries is the evolution of People, Places and Ideas! We create
insightful media, products, and experiences designed to increase evolutionary potential in
businesses and individuals. The flagship asset is Innovation Crush - a podcast interview
series with folks that inspire disruptive creativity, growth, and action by creating great
innovative ideas in the marketplace! Other assets include customized innovation
workshops (Culture Labs and Collision Courses) and in the future - TV series, books and
online content.
Urvi is also Chief Nomad of a Consultancy that has global clients, in a variety of
industries focusing on branding, connecting and business development. Another focus in
this company is building infrastructure and community for the modern day nomad.
In all her previous roles with Fortune 10 companies, she has had a stream of experiences
focused on innovation. Her roles at AT&T partnered with executives, industry thought
leaders and changed culture inside and outside the company. She has also worked at
IBM, The Coca-Cola Company, Jones Apparel Group and McCann Erickson Advertising.
Urvi is an avid endurance athlete completing a half ironman, multiple triathlons,
marathons and long distance bike rides. Urvi has lead a very nomadic lifestyle and her
current base is Downtown Dallas. Urvi continues to travel across the world to experience
and connect life through people and places.
You can find Urvi by following her travels and work on the following social networks:
LinkedIn | Twitter | Medium | FaceBook | Google+ | Instragram

